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Economic Spacing Of Roads

When Skidding To A Landing With Tractors And Arches

On Slopes Ranging Up To 60j.

May 22, 1939. William E. Scott.



Foreword.

It is recognized that natural conditions may vary widely on

two logging operations located within a few miles of each other.

To present a rigid plan for determining the economic spacing of

roads is therefore largely wasted effort. No practical use could

be made of such a plan.

The first part of this thesis appears to be in direct

opposition to the above statement. The excuse for this is that

it is necessary to demonstrate general ideas with siecific

cases. On page 34, the theoretical road spacings are listed for

slopes ranging up to 60 per cent. The times will be rare when it

will be possible to locate a transportation system which will meet

these theoretical conditions.

The second part of this work deals with the practical appli-

cation of the principles. An economic transportation system is

planned for a portion of a tract known as the Strawberry Logging~

Unit located on the Stanislaus National Forest in California, and

here the ideas presented with such mathematical precision at first

are molded to fit the actual conditions on the ground.

This study requires cost data in a form which is not readily

obtainable at this time. This has made it necessary to assume

certain facts, but as more accurate information becomes available,

such material can be applied to any specific problem without any

change in the fundamental principles involved.
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Part I s

Theoretical Aspects of~ Planning An Economic Logging

Transportation System.



Summary.

1. The cost of skidding increases with distance, and the cost

of skidding up-hill is greater than the cost of skidding down-

hill. It follows that for a given amount of money, logs can be

skidded a greater distance down-hill than up-hill.

2. Two things must be known to compute the cost of skidding.

These are slope and the average distance skidded.

3. The average skidding distance is determined by sub-dividing

the area served by a landing into component triangles.

LZeve/ .{ L ns w Lvr,- hi/I

4. Where the slope is less than the maximum which a loaded

tractor can negotiate directly, the relative lengths of h and

u' can be determined by means of a break even calculation.

Tan oL h

5. Where the slope exceeds the maximum which a loaded tractor

can negotiate directly,

Sin vC - Allowable grade %

Actual grade %

6. With angles.c/, and o ' known, H, h, and M can be

expressed as percentages of the road spacing.

7. On slopes which are gradual enough to permit hauling directly

to the landing, the average skidding distance will closely

approximate the distance to the landing from the center of

gravity of the triangle involved. If greater accuracy is desired,
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the exact average skidding distance equals .67 HB. These values

have been curved and can be read directly for any slope (Figure 16)

in terms of M. The average skidding distance is then expressed as

a percentage of the road spacing.

8. Where the slope is so steep as to necessitate a switchbaok

movement to reach the landing, the average skidding distance equals

two-thirds the length of the hypotenuse of the triangle concerned.

9. Steep slopes will require a switchback movement up-hill to the

landing, but the return trip can be made directly down the slope.

10. The average skidding distance for the entire area serving a

landing is determined by prorating the skidding distances of the

component areas.

11. The basic cost of skidding per ABM per 100 of distance on

level ground can be adjusted for any slope by deducting 4% of the

available tractor drawbar pull for each 1% of adverse grade.

12. The average cost of all skidding is determined by weighting

the charges for up-hill and down-hill skidding.

13. The cost of a road per MBM varies inversely with the area

(volume) tapped. Wider road spacing gives lower road construction

costs.

14. The cost of skidding per MBM on a given slope varies directly

with the distance hauled. Wider road spacing causes higher skidding

costs.

15. The average cost of skidding equated against the cost of

road construction gives the economic spacing of roads.

(1) H = Economic skidding distance on level ground.

(1+ bo())

B= t loge (,b +(1+ b2)~)
2 2b h -h?



Skidding On Slopes

With Tractors Anxi Arches.



Skidding On Slopes With Tractors and Arches.

Logging transportation systems have always been dependent on topog-

raphy. In the days of the bull team, yarding was a downhill operation,

and loads were limited by the strength of the teams. Conversely, yarding

with donkey engines is an up hill process. An abundance of power is

available and even the largest logs can be skidded up the steepest slopes

with ease. High lead donkey yarding is not adapted to down-hill skidding

because the logs overrun the tackle and there is no control over the load.

The most recent machine to be used for skidding logs is the tractor.

The early models were not nearly as powerful as are those of today, and

operators considered them as mechanized teams to be used for skidding

down-hill. Some up-hill skidding on unfavorable slopes was attempted,

but for the most part, skidding was confined to down-hill operations. This

practice has prevailed, and it is the purpose of this discussion to in-

vestigate the desirability of using tractors for up-hill skidding on slopes

ranging as high as 60%.

Hourly costs of operating a tractor remain about the same regardless

of the amount of timber skidded per hour. Therefore, low skidding costs

are obtained by operating tractors with full loads.

With every 1% increase in adverse grade, 4% must be deducted from the

available drawbar pull of a bractor. This reduction in pulling power

represents the energy required to lift the tractor up the hill. On a 10%

adverse slope, a tractor can skid only 60% as much timber per turn as it

can on level ground. This is a serious reduction in the output of the

machine and represents the reason why skidding is not practiced on adverse

slopes which are steeper than 10%.

When skidding on slopes of 0%-10% to a landing, hauling is done on

grades which range from a maximum pitch at right angles to the contours to

level hauls parallel to the contours. Skidding is done directly to the

landing for both up-hill and down-hill hauls on these slopes.
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On steeper slopes, direct skidding down-hill is practiced, but up-hill

skidding must be done at an angle to the contours so that the macihur

adverse slope traversed is 10%.

r

N

J-

4

p

h 
jo 

o

L 
ess

o
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9

L anwding
, ob4wn -h i/I

v.

Figure 1. Skidding on 15% slope.

On slopes of 15,7--25%, skidding is done directly down-hill to the

landing. 25% represents a safe maximum down which a tractor equipped

with an arch can bring a full load. It also represents the steepest

slope which an unloaded tractor can climb.

There slopes are 30% or greater, indirect skidding is required for

both up-.hill and down-hill hauls. A D-8 Caterpillar tractor has a 78"

gauge and can safely skid a load along a 60% side hill without danger of

capsizing. There slopes exceed 60%, special skid roads will usually be

required.
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It will be convenient to divide slopes into the following three groups:

1. Slopes 0% - 10%.

2. Slopes 15% -25%.

3. Slopes 30% -60%.

Direct skidding up-hill and down-hill.

Indirect skidding up-hill, direct skidding

downhill.

Indirect skidding up-hill and down-hill.

__ 4,

N 2'

'1
Zar ding

Figure 2. Skidding on 40% slope.



Skidding Up-hill And Downhill

With Tfractors And Arches On Slopes

0% -10%
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Slopes 0% - 10%.

Skidding up-hill and down-hill with tractors and arches on slopes

which do not exceed the maximum adverse grade the machine is capable

of negotiating.

The tractor will be able to skid directly to the landing from

any point in the area being served. The cost of skidding down-hill

will not vary materially from the cost of skidding on the level, and

these two costs will here be considered to be equal. Mhen this is

the case, the economic skidding distance will be the same for

skidding along the contour as it is for skidding down-hill, and

the area served by down-hill skidding will be a rectangle which is

twice as wide as it is deep.

The cost of skidding up-hill is greater than the cost of

skidding on the level. It follows that the economic distance for

up-.hill skidding is less than the economic distance .for skidding on

the level. Up-hill skidding will be done from a rectangle which is

more than twice as wide as it is deep.

- 'S; Road spacing.

H =Distance skidded

down-hill.

h= Distance skidded

woadIup-hill
or

2r. / T
" 1 /

\/ Ah ,9o wry- h//

N2

Figure 3. Economic skidding distance.
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The dotted line in Fig. 3 represents the economic skidding

distance, or the distance at which the cost of skidding just equals

the cost of road construction. It will later be shown that there is

a tolerance in the economic skidding distance, and that it is

possible to bring in all the logs within the rectangle at only a

slightly increased skidding cost.

The relationship between the distance skidded down-hill and

the distance skidded up-hill can be determined by a break-even

caloulation.

H=

h =

C -

Cl=

Distance skidded down-hill.

Distance skidded up-hill.

Cost of skidding down-hill.

Cost of skidding up-hill.

HC =h C'

Examplet

10%

If

slope. Tractor is 60% efficient on up-hill skidding.

C 3.4i/M/l00'

C,- 3.4 - 5.7(/MI10O'

Let

HC

S=

H z 10

= h C' or 10(3.4) h(5.7) or h=6.0

Road spacing.

H+h or S10+ 6 or S=16

H =10 62.5% S h 6 _37.5% S

After the shape of the area served by a landing has been

defined, the next step is to determine the average distance the

logs must be skidded to the landing in terms of the road spacing.
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The average skidding distawe to a landing can be computed

accurately for any slope, but this requires a rather lengthy analysis

involving calculus. For practical application, such precision is

not necessary, and two approximate methods of determining the average

skidding distance are also presented. These methods are easy to

apply and are suffioiently accurate.

The area being served by a landing is divided into a number

of triangles (Fig. 4.), and for each of these, the average hauling

distance is calculated. The average skidding distanoe for the whole

area is obtained by weighting the average hauls of the component

triangles.
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To determine accurately the average external yarding distance:

.h0 the point (Landing)
b

.s AB the line.

Figure 4.

Average haul - dx (x'~,-h2)2

. , J6 dx c b

e~ b

t(x2+ hZ)2) o

b

1. f(bk th~loge (bt k)) - 0-- h'~log, hi

Average haul - k +h 2 loge b --k

s b or

Substitute s for b where

s- xb

s= xb

Substitute for k (X 2+i s 2 -x(1*tb2 ) 2

Substitute for h -p--- x

x (J1-- b2) 2
Mr. haul to element strip IV

2

Average external haul: x+ h

X2
r X-

1

log ( )+x jhz2

loge b (lt b2 )3j

Average external haul= x B wee Bwhere B= (1t b2) 2 h

NT t "m

2

loge (Fi 
t(l*h"T,2/
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Average actual skidding distance for any right triangle:

Average actual haul Gfs ' " yB" xb
Jbs'dx J 6 x b dx

Bj _ 2 hB

- flb

0

The average actual skidding distance for a rectangle:

2 hB 2hB
Average actual 1hau - __________Z

2

Avo actual haul (.33 h, B,)- -(. 33 hafBle)

heP

b h,

Figure 5 .
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Down-hill Skidding,

Down-hill skidding done fromn two square areas. h,= h,.z b,= b,

Average skidding distance = 2 h B

[(1+ bt A I

B .707-f .5(.8796)x. 1.147

Average skidding distance to landing fromu a square= .67(1.147) hz =.768 h

Down-hill skidding on all slopes of 25% or less is done from two

square areas. For all such areas, the average actual skidding

distance=.768 H where H is a Bide of the square.

With a 10% slopes

Hl= .625 B

Average down-hill haul =.625 S x .768 .48 S

Up-hill skidding on 0% -= 10% slopes is done directly to the landing,

and the average skidding distance can be obtained by application of

the same formula that was used for down-hill skidding.

Up-hill Skidding.

Average skidding distance= (. 33 h, B, ) +(.33 he B2)

With a 10% slope:

h,.375 S be

bI=.6258S=hh

B, *3757 + *075 loge (.625) +(lt.625)Sl
((±;25 ~+2(.625) .375 .375~
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B , (1 t 2.78) .$0 loge (i.67+ 3.7$2) = 1.94 +. 30 loge (1.67-t-1.94)

B, = .97+ .30(1.2837) .97+.39 = 1.36

F(1-t .3826
B2 2 +9.625 loge (.375 + (l .375 )2)

Be+ ) + .83 loge(.60+- 1.361) .58-F.83 loge (1.77)

Be = .58+ .83(,5710) = .58* .47 = 1.06

Average actual skidding distance =(.33)(.375 S)(1.36)+ (.33)(.625 S)(1.06)

Average up-hill haul on 10% slope= .17 S t .22 S ;.39 S

An approximate average skidding distance can be obtained without the

use of calculus.

If skidding was limited to the economic yarding distance,

down-hill skidding would be done from sectors of a circle, and

up-hill skidding would be done from areas approaching the shape

of sectors of a circle. The area of a circle varies with the square

of the radius. The average skidding distance =\. or .707 x radius.

For up-hill hauls, the av. skidding distance .707 x av. external haul.

H /

Figure 6.
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Downwohill Skidding:

Down-hill skidding will be done from two squares.m Average skidding

distance has been determined to be *768 HI for any square.

With a 10% slope:
H =.625 S Avera-ge haul - :768(" 625 S) =.480 S

Up-hil l Skidding:

Up-hill skiLdding must be divided into two sections of equal area;

As

Meimum haul= x

Ave haul *707(x+H)

Bo

Maxi MAM haul = x

Minimum haul = h

M.o haul .707(x th)

With a 10% slope:
Tan d<= h...# 375 S _ *-600

d =- 3058'be

Cosa(-= .85747 x = .625 S

085~

H *.625 S

x ; w729 S

h .375 s

x =.729 S

Average skidding distance uphill

.707 (.625 S + .729 S) ,.0

.707 (.375 S+ * 729 S) * 707

(Approximte)

x a677 S x .50=,.239 S

x,.552S x .5O0=.195S

Corresponding

accurate figures.,

.22 S

.17 $

Average haul up -hi l l = 434 S .39 S

This approximate method gives too large a figure for the average

skidding distance. This will raise the cost of skidding, and the

result will be a somewhat closer spac ing of roads than the true figure
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will give. It is more costly to space roads too closely together

than too far apart as is demonstrated in Figure 9, and consequently

it is desirable to consider another approximate method of determin-

ing the average skidding distance which does not have this dis-

advantage.

The average skidding distance will closely approximate the

distance to the landing from the center of gravity of say triangle

being served. This is proven graphically in Figure / where the

dotted line gives values which agree closely with the exact values

of the solid line. The dotted line gives the distance to the land-

ing from the centers of gravity of the triangles which are served

on different slopes. (For further proof, see Appendix A).

The center of gravity of a right triangle is located at the

point of intersection of lines which are perpendicular to the sides
R

of a triangle at a distance from the right angle equal to one third

of the lengths of the sides. The average skidding distances will

be equal to the lengths of the heavy lines in Figure 7.

s'- h- -
grH

Figure 7.
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Up-hill skidding must be divided into two sections of equal area. (Fig. 7.)

A B

Average haul +(67 H)f + (.33 h) Average haul =(.67 h) + (.33 H)

With a 10% slopes

H = .625 S

h = .375 S

A. Average haul= (.67 x .625 S) t,(.33 x .375 S)

(,42S)+(.12S) = 8S +.0lS .19S

Average haul .44 S

B. Average haulzrf(.67 x .375 S)24-(.33 x .625 S)f

U25 S)+(.21 S) .06 S.04 3S .10 S

Average haul .32 S

Average up-hill skidding distance= .5(.44 S+.32 S) = .38 S

This checks well with the accurate average up-hill skidding

distance for a 10% slope of .39 S.

After the average down-hill and up-hill skidding distances

have been computed, it is possible to determine the average skidding

distance to a landing for the area as a whole.

With a 10% slope:

Let A = average skidding distance.

A = .48 S(.625)-+ .39 S(.375) .. 30 S +.15 S = .45 S

The cost of skidding.

Each operator must determine what his skidding costs are per

IBM per 100' of distance. This information can be made to fit any

particular show by determining the average slope on which up-hill

skidding will be done, and converting these costs to fit the con-

ditions.
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With a 10% slope:

Mmummunslope = 10%

Mininuya slope = 0%

Average slope= 5%

Let

Deduct 4% drawrbar pull from tractor
for every 1% of adverse slope.

Cost of skidding on level= Cl 3 *4,el/1001

Cost of skidding on b% slope wCu = 3.4: 4.3g~/m/l0O

Where Cd = oost of skidding dogn-hill..

Cu= cost of skidding upo-hill1

P = percent of timber skidded up--hill.

1-P:= percent of timber skidded doom hill.*

Average cost of skidding upo-hill andi don-.hill =C= Cu (P) + Cd (1-P )

With a 10% slope:

C 3.41e

Cu =4to3x

P= .375% of area served.

1-P:= *625% of area served.

C =4.3(.375) + 3.4(.625)

C= 1.61± 2*12

C =3.735

IH
R'oa~d rw or

P

H z

Figure 8.

s

'h
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Cost of road varies with 2Hr where r= cost of road per 100' station.

Area served by landing 2HS or Area. 21 macres.

Volume per acre = V

Cost of road per BM = Hr _ = 4.356 r
V 2HS

As timber is skidded greater distances, roads must be spaced

farther apart. This means that as the cost of skidding rises due

to increased hauling distance, the cost of road construction falls.

Figure 9 demonstrates that the most economic spacing of roads

is obtained when the cost of skidding just equals the cost of road

construction. The reason for this is that as road spacing is

increased from a very narrow figure, road costs fall faster than

skidding costs increase. Conversely, a similar increase in an

already wide spacing of roads will reduce the cost of road con-

struction only slightly whereas the cost of skidding will mount at

a constant rate. Where these two values cross, the tangent- of the

road cost curve is equal and opposite in slope to the skidding cost

value.

Example:

What is the most economical road spacing to use when

Slope= 10% A = .45 S

r = $150 V= 30 M

C= 3.71 S.=7

Road Spacing Cost of Skidding Cost of Roads Total Cost
per

A z C 4.356r DBB

500' $ .08 - $4.35 $4.43
1000 .17 2.18 2.35
1500 .25 1.45 1.70
2500 .42 .87 1.29
3500 .58 .62 1.20
4500 .75 .48 _1.23

- 5500 .92 .40 1.32
6500 1.08 .34 1.42
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Figure 9 shows that roads can be spaced 3000'.o 4500' apart

without much variation in total road and skidding costs.

The very gradual increase in total cost when timber is skidded

beyond the economic skidding distance shows why it is desirable to

skid timber to a landing from a rectangular area even though part

of the area lies beyond the economic skidding distance (Figure 3).

If hauling is to be restricted to the economic skidding distance,

one of two choices must be made. Either the road spacing can be

kept constant and the islands of timber beyond the economic reach of

the tractors left standing, or the road spacing can be reduced so

that all the area can be covered without exceeding the economic

skidding distance. Either of these plans is considerably more costly

than is the case where tractors are operated to their full economic

skidding distance both on the level hauls and on the hauls directly

up and down the slopes involved.

It has been shown that the economic spacing of roads is

obtained when the cost of skidding equals the cost of road con-

struction.

A = Average skidding distance.

C = Average skidding cost/M/100'

Cost of road construction per M = 4.356 r

AC 4.356 r or AS =4.3565r

With a 10% slopes

A = .45 S

V= 30 M

r = $150 or 15,000 i

C =3.7

AS = 4.356 r

.45 S 4.356 r

For a 10% slope,

s: 9.068 x 15000
3o x 3.7

S49.68T

,ri10 or S = 36.2 hundred ft.
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Economic road spacing = 3, 820 feet.

Skid don-hill 3,620 x .625 = 2,260 feet.

Skid up-hill 3,620 x .375= 1,360 feet.

Space landings 2 x 2,260 = 4,520 feet apart.

Cost of skidding = (.45 x 36.2) x 3.7 = 60 per M

Cost of roads 4.356 x 15,000 _ 3 per M
30 x 36.2

Total 120 perM

This checks with the graphical solution in Figure 9.

This can be compared with the cost of skidding down-hill only.

When all the timber is skidded down-hill, the cost of skidding is

reduced, but the area served by a landing is also decreased.

D. M. Matthews has shown that for one way skidding

S = 5.*11 r 5.11 x 15,000 e 1752 = 27.5 hundred feet.
30x 504

Cost of skidding =.Z7 27 S=2e). .707 x 3 .4(27.5t 2 x 27.5 Z)_79X/M

Cost of roads = 4.356r _ 4.356x15,0007
VS W'0x 27.5~--

Total 158//

A savings in skidding and road costs of 24% can be realized on

a 10% slope by skidding to a landing from both downwhill and up-hill

directions.



Skidding Upwhilnd Domwnhill.

With Tractors And Arches On Slopes

15% - 25%
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Skidding On Slopes 15% - 25%

Skidding up-hill and down-hill with tractors and arches on slopes

which exceed the maximum adverse grade the machine is capable of

negotiating directly.

Tractors with arches can skid directly downhill on 25% slopes.

On slopes of 15% - 25%, up-hill hauling must be done at an angle to

the contours, so that skidding will be confined to slopes of 10%

or less.

Demonstrating with a 25% slope;

Direct skidding used on

all down-hill hauls.

Direct skidding used for

S up-hill skidding above

diagonal k.

Indirect skidding used

for up-hill skidding

below diagonal k.

Figure 10.

With' a 25% slope;

Allowable grade= 10%. :'ust travel 250' to rise 25'.

Actual grade = 25%. Must travel 100' to rise 25.

Sind allowablegrade %
actual grade .2

Sin a( ; 10 =.4000 4C = 2,3"035'

d= angle to contours at which up-hill skidding must be done for

area below diagonal k.
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Down-hill skidding will be done from a rectangular area Which

is trice as wide as 'it is deep, and with-C known, it is possible to

ascertain the shape of an area being served by a landing. With

this information, the percentages of timber skidded up-hill and

down-hill can be determined.

S

Figure 11. Skidding on 25% slope.

With a 25% slope:

Let H =10

h =tan 230 35' x 10=.4365 x 10:=4.3654

Area A = 10 x 10 = 100.0 100 70% oftimber

Area a = 10 x 4.3654 = 43.7 30% of timber
T4T"

S = H+h H=.70 S

h: .30 S

Down-hill skidding.

On slopes of 15% - 25%, down-hill skidding will be done

directly to the landing from a rectangular area composed of two

squates. It has been shown that the average skidding distance

from a square= .768 H.

On 25% slope, H: .70 S Av. down-hill haul= .768(.70 S)= .54 S
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Up-hill Skidding:

For the half of

or less, the average

With a 25% slope:

H= .70 S

h = .30 S .

For the half of

the averauc skidding

the up-hill skidding where the slope is 10

skidding distance = .67 H -+ (.33 h)2

Average haul =(.67 x .70 SYi-(. x .30

Average haul:= .48 S

the up-hill skidding where the slope exceeds 10%,

distance can be determined as follows;

Figure 12.

The

p dx =y.

from any

with the

hauling distance to the landing from any point on

This may be observed in fig. 12. The hauling distance

point on p dx to the diagonal k makes an isosceles triangle

diagonal.

a _ x
p .

or pH xa

zt 2
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fp -d x"y
Average skidding distance: ______

fp'dxJ4 2 2z
H x.( x + x P dx

fH p dx

A X3 (H81)2

2(H,3 2 a (H .ly ]a2
vowa J

x zdz

a t4 H x d x

Ho aliY 0

H a 2  - 0

2a (H )2y
..

Average skidding distance= 2 timaes the length of the diagonal k.

(Geometric solution Appendix A).
With a 25% slope:

Average haul= 2 /(70S-)2 t (,.30 S)
h= .30 S7

Average haul= 2 .49 S «09 S2 . 51 S

Vhile it is necessary for loaded tractors to skid uphill indirectly

where slopes exceed 101, the unloaded tractors can return to the

woods by the most direct route.

Average distance (2 h) zt1lHIZ

with a 25% slope:

Hx .70 s

h .30 s

Average distance (.67 x .05 2, (33 x270s

:(. 20 S)'+ (.23 S)' .. 30S

Average skidding distance up-bhill

where the slope exceeds 10%
e.51 St-. 30 S = 41 S

Sao u.2
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Both halves of up-hill skidding have equal weights.

Average hauling distance for all up-hill skidding., .48 S * .41 S

Average up-hill skidding distance = .44 S on a 25% slope.

A = Average skidding distance for up and down-hill skidding.

With a 25% slope:

A =.=.54 S(.70) + .44 S(.30) .38 S +-.13 S A .51 S

Cost of skidding.

Down-hill skidding costs are here considered to equal costs

of skidding on the level.

H e_________
TI- T --

1

h

/-p

s

.

. P

Figure 13.

Skidding i area I varies from 0% - 10% and averages 5%.

All skidding in area II is done on a 10% slope.

When the cost of skidding on the level is 3.4/,/100',

10% adverse slope .4,/.60 = 5.67X x .50 = 2.84g

5% adverse slope 3.4%/.80= 4.25% x .50 2.121
4.96%

Average cos t of up-hill skidding: 5.o/loo'

Cost of down-hill skidding 3.4/M/100'
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Where Cd= Cost of skidding downhill.

Cu.= Cost of skidding up-hill.

P= Percent of timber skidded up-hill.

1- P= Percent of timber skidded down-hill.

Average cost of all skidding = Cu (P) + Cd (l-aP)

With a 25% slope:

Cd = 3.4

Cu= 5.0%

P= 30%

1-P = 70%

Average cost of all skidding = 5.0(.30)t 3.4(.70)

Average skidding cost: 3.9%/M/1l0'.

Cost of road = 2Hr when r = cost of road per 100' station.

Area served by landing: .211 Sores.

4.356

V = volume per acre.

Cost of road per MBA - 2 Hr

y"V35
_ 4.356r

*s

A Average skidding distance

C Average skidding cost per MBA per 100'.

For eoonomic spacing of roads, road costs should equal skidding costs.

A C 4.356 r or A S = 4.356 r

v -C

With a 25% slope:

A=.51S .51lS2 4.356 r S.-

=30 
S: 8.54 x 15,000 Sr1/1095

r -$150or1&0x 30x3.9

C -3.9x S: 33 hundred feet.

Space reads: 3300 feet apart.

Space landings 2(.70 z 33) 4600 feet apart.
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Economiic Spacing of Roads gives the following costs;

With a 25% slope:

r =15, 000¢

V 30M Skidding cost :AC (.51 x 33)3,9' 6= /

C ~3.9% Road cost- 21kr 4.355 _ 4,&356 x 15, 000 66X/A
x_.70 $

Total 1320/1
A= *51 S

S =33 hundred ft.

This can be compared to corresponding costs involved when all of

the timber is skidded down-whill to the landing. The lower skidding

costs are more than offset by the smaller area served by a landing.

r 5 0v 30 M S: f.11lr Proven by D.o 1. Mat thews .

C : 3.4g

S : 5.11 x 15.000 ~752 27.5 hundred feet.

Cost of skidding, .70JC tjJ.z. .707 x 3*4(27.5*1 2 27.5Kz_ 79%/

Cost of roads 4.355 r .. 4.356 x 15, 000_ 79A/&
30 x 2'7.5___

Total =158%e/M

By skidding both up a nd down--hill to a landing, a saving of

16% can be realized on skidding and road costs on a 25% slope.



Skidding Up-hill and Down-hill

With Tractors And Arches On Slopes

30 o- 60%
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Slopes 30% - CO%.

Skidding up-hill and down--hill with tractors and arches on slopes

which exceed the mraxium grade a loaded tractor can descend directly

and up which an unloaded tractor must climb at an angle.

Tractors equipped with arches can skid a full load directly

down a maximum slope of 25%a. This also represents the inaximum

slope an unloaded tractor can climb directly. It is necessary to

employ indirect skidding for both dovn-hill and up-hill hauls where

slopes exceed 25%.

T

oaa

H

h

Skidding on 60% slope.

Figure 14.

Sin e 10 .167

Sin d,': 25 .417

4C = 9 36'

d r 24* 39
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With a 60% slope:

Let MA= 10.00

Area A =AatAZH

Tan a . H or H= Tandat X

H .4589 x 10.00: 4.69
Area A=45.9

A = Down-hill skidding.:= 45 .9 73%
62.

a; Up-hill skidding 27%

Area a= at ta t=h1

h = .1691 x 10.00= 1.69
Area a = 16.9

Area A:x 45. 9

Total =62*8

S=Hth

Hl:.W*73 S

h = .27 S

M1.60 S

Tand~h or !L: h

*A 27 S 1.60 s

Down-hill skidding:t

Tractors rmust cl1imb ax

A) Indirect skidding.

A a Direct skidding.,

Average down-hill skidding

rid descent as indicated in Fig. 14.

Average haul= .67 V e -

Average haul: (.3H}4%-(.67 M)
distance.: (1t-A2

Upr-hi ll skidding:

All hauls to the landing will be done as indicated in
Fig. 14. However, return trips to the woods can be mrade directly

to any point as an unloaded tractor can safely descent steep slope.

{Indirect skidding to landing. Av. haul = ,67 "htr:
Dietskidding to woods. Av* haul: (.6Th) '+ (.33 i's

a, Indirect skidding. Av. Haul: .67VTT2 +a 67 )(. '

aa Direct skidding. Ate. Haul= «(33 h) 2  (.67 M)a

Average up-hill skidding distance (a, t a~)
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With a 60% slope:

Down-hill skidding.

Average haul:z..67 (.7?3 s_)2 1.60 S)_'+ (. 33 x .73 S)'+,(. 67 x 1.60 S

Average haul _ . 6 7 (309 5tt .06'S2-+-1. 47SKZ._1.18 S5*1.10 S
2 -2

Average down-hill skidding distance= l*l4 S

Up-hill skidding.

Average haulms .b(.67 IF7t+M~t (.67 h) t. 3 M (.33 h) 2 -(.67 M) 2

.5(.67 =(.27 S e(.60 S)2.4(.67 x..27 S a(. 33 x1.60 )2

+ (.33 x.27 S 2t(.67 x1.60 S)'

=.5( .67 203 St tV03 i7+28 SLt * t-.4

.5(1009 5+,56 S)*t 1.07 S .82 S4-1.07 S _ .95 S

Average up-hill skidding distance =.95 S

A = Average skidding distance up-hill and down-hill.

A; .73(1.14 S) + .27(.95 S) .83 S+i .26 S

A=1l.09 S on a 60 % slope.

Cost of skidding:

It has previously been determined that when the cost of skidding

on the level is 3.4M4A/1OO',

Average cost of up-hill skidding. 5.0$1/m/100,

Cost of dowin-hill skidding= 3.4,ftA/l00'

Average cost of all skidding =Cu(P)4+-Cd(l=P)

60% slope P= .27

1-F' .73 Average' cost of skidding= 5.0(.27)+I 3.4(.73)

Cu= 5.0Xz Average skidding cost 3.8#,41/100 f.

Cd =3 *4
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Economic Spacing of Reads .

For economic spacing of? roads, road costs should equal

skidding costs.

Cost of? roadz.2 r where r cost of? road per loot station.

Area served 'by lading 2 MS aores .

Cost of? road per MBM 2 -Mr356 r

Skidding osts= AC

AC =4 .36 r or AS:= 4.356 r
vC

With a 601 slope.

A= 1.09 S

V=30 M

r= 15,0001

C= 3.81

S ; J,356r S: 4.00 r
1.09 vo VCe

3 4,44x1544 S= 527
30 x 3.8

S= 23 hundred, feet.

Space roads 23 hundred feet apart.

Space lanedings 2 x 1.60 x 23 = 74 hundred feet apart.

Skidding costs =AC =(1*O9 x 23)3.8

Costs of roads~ 4.*356 r.. 4.356 x 15,000
c 95.0/m

9 95 /M

The formula S 5. r is true for direct skidding only. On

slopes of 30%60, indirect skidding is neoessary and therefore no

comparisons can be made of relative osts.
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Special Case - 30% Slope.

The solution used to find the economic road spacing on a 60%

slope is applicable to all slopes of 35% - 60%. To determine the

economic skidding distance on a 30% slope, one further calculation

is required.

A 30% slope represents a special case, because on this grade,

o is greater than 45*.

I
//

f

H- - . b -

0

oe.3

Sind:= 25 .834

560 25'

(- = 1 = 33* 35,

.(/2 =11* 25'

(63 450 00'

Figure 15.

Skidding on a 30% slope.

When aLis greater than 450, 1 d

skidding area into component triangles.

adding the diagonal k' and computing

distance for each of the triangles and

weights.

Let H: 10.00
Sire a( _10 : .333

h::h3.553

190 27'

Tan o= .3531

.es not divide the down-hill

This rust be done by

the average skidding

giving them their proper

Area

Area

a =10 x 3.531= 35.31

A= 10 x 10 :100.00

A t a = 135.31

S= hIH

h= 3.531

HT=3

.268

.748

a : 26% of timber.

A : 74% of timber.
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Down-hill skidding:

Area A = A , + A atA 3 =l00

Angle 1 (Figure 15.) = 33" 351

A, Sin 33 ° 351 ' b Let H =1O

b =.553 x l0 =5.531 j'(10 x 5,53) Area A, =27.7

A Z Area A1l x l0 ..50 Area A 2500

A.3  Area A3 =100 - 77.7 Area. A3 = 22.3

Ar Average haul = .67 T1 -bZ H =,74 S b = .55 H =.41 S

Average haul = ,67 (.74 S ) +(.41. S) L =.67 v172 S z =.57 S

A Z *768 Hi = .768 (.74 S)W .57 S = Average haul

A3 Maximnum haul = 1.41 H =1.41 (. 74 S)= 1.04 S

Minimumnhaul 1I

Cos 330° 351=lt 1:=1.20 H

*833l= 10 1 = 1l20 x ,74 S =.89 S =Min.haul .

Average haul= .07(89 S+1.04S) = 00.3S = .68 S

Average down-hill haul .57(.28) t.57S(.50)**68S(.22) ~6oS

Up-hill skidding:

Average actual skidding distance ?<~~~

a,_ .67 H= hzt- /(967 h t, .33 H)Z

a ( v.67 H)'+-(.33 h)'

Average haul = .5 (.67 F.745 4- .26S5 Z -t *67 x .26S i-(33 x..«7458

+, :67x . 7 4 5 )2+ .(, 3 3 x .26S )

Average up-hill skidding distance= .47 S

Average skidding distance for whole area A.

A =-.26(.475) * .74(.60S) or A =,.56 S
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Cost of road per M3M 4.356 r

Cost of skidding =.AC
Economaic spacing of roads on 30%slope %

AC . 4 *36r or AS8 4.356 r

A x..56 S .568StZ4.456 r

S_ 4.356 r S 7.78 r



Surrnary Of Data For Specific Slopes .
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TABLE I.

Data for Economic Spacing of Roads on Specific Slopes.

34.

Sloe
c t o 1 0 1 0 1

AV *
h H m Haul

UP-M

hill.

AV.
Haul

Dowu-m

hill.0

0 45°001 45 °001 45°00 145 0 00'

5

10

15

20

25

30

a

35

40

45

50

55

60

38

30

41

30

23

19

16

14

12

11

10

9

40 51

58 59-

50 48

00 60

35 66

27 70

37 73

29 75

50 77

32 78

29 79

36 80

20 45

02 45

10 45

00 45

25 45

33 56

23 45

31 38

10 33

28 30

31 27

24 24

00

00

00

00

00

25

38

41

47

00

04

39

45 00

45 00

45 00

45 00

45 00

33 35

44 22

51 19

56 13

60 00

62 56

65 21

050s

.448

" 38S

.478

.26S

o 23S

*24S

* 25$

.26S

$ 278

*278

4 56S

o 62$

* 53$

* 638

* 748

.778

o.76S

.758 1,

41r

.73S 1.

- .388 .438

- .39S .488

- .408S .41S

0 43S 048S
.w 44S .54S

-* .47S .80S

778 .47S .668

s948 .57S .75S

6115 *67S .858

.288 .778 .95S

.438 .858 1.0 48

Ave Timber
Skid- skidded

ding. Down-

Dit. hill.

s S .4 1 8 5 6%

.45S 62%

.418 53%

.46S 63%/

.518 70%

.68 74%

.628 7.7%

.708 76%

.818 75a

.908 74%

.998 73%

1.098 73%

1

Eoonomio

road

spaoing.

10.62 r

9.68 r

10*a2 1r

9.47 r

8 54 r

5.38 r

4.840r

4.qO r

ON

08 0955 10145

See next page,
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In many cases, the spacing figure obtained for a given set

of costs will not change much with different slopes. However,

the percentage of timber skidded downm-hill will vary greatly, and

the spacing formula, along with the information given in Table I,

is needed in determining the best location of a spur within a

skidding area.



Part II.

Practical Aspects of Planning An Economic Logging
Transportation System.
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Practical Aspects of Planning

An Economic Logging Transportation System.

In planning a transportation system for a logging operation,

a compromise must be made between what is theoretically desirable

and what can actually be accomplished. Limitations in equipment

and variations in topography are apt to require many m~odifications

of the material presented in cart I, but the underlying principles

need not be abandoned.

Flexibility and low construction costs are both of great

value in planning an economic transportation system. A railroad,

with its relatively flat grade must be fitted closely to the

topography in mountainous country, and the opportunity for

locating the grade in the most desirable place is greatly reduced.

The high construction costs call for long skidding distances

and wide spacings of landings for which the topography, if

irregular, may not be suited. These difficulties are considerably

lessened with truck transportation because of the feasibility of

steeper grades and the lower costs of road construction.

In so far as topography will permit, the road system will

follow the plan shown in Figure 17.

Do w-_h'// _o

Figure 17. Schematic Plan of Road System.
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For purposes of demonstration, a road system is planned for

a section of mountainous topography. While certain advantages

could be realized by using a larger sample, an area of this size

is large enough to demonstrate the technique of laying out a

transportation system. Every logging operation will present

individual problems, and these must be met as they arise.

The demonstration area being used is Section 28, Township

4 N., Range 18 E., Mount Diablo Meridian. A topographic map

along with pertinent data are presented on page 44. It is

suggested that this map be left unfolded for reference to the

material presented in the following pages.

Skidding is to be done by tractors and arches to landings.

Logs are to be transported by truck to the mill which is located

several miles west of Section 28.

Location of Main Woods Road.

The Tuolumne River divides the section into two portions.

No roads will be proposed for the area north of the river as this

tract is an integral part of a separate transportation system.

The remainder of the section has a northwest aspect and it

is apparent that the main woods road should follow the creek

canyon which runs diagonally across the section. The maximum

allowable favorable slope of 15% is to be avoided as much as

possible. The proposed road location lies on a slope of 10%.

This is entirely satisfactory and the main woods road is plotted,

as proposed, on the transparent sheet on page 43 which can now be

superimposed on the map.
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It is obvious that the main woods road should enter the

section at a distance from the river which can be determined by

use of the proper spacing formula.

The slope for some distance south of the river averages 25%.

From Table I, S 8.54 r 70% of timber skidded down-hill.

When the cost of skidding on level ground is 3.5//M/100,

Up-hill skidding.

10% adverse grade 3.5¢/.60 = 5.83/ x .50 = 2.92//M/100'

5% adverse grade 3.5//.80= 4.37/ x .50 = 2.18/

Average cost of up-hill skidding = 5.10//100'.

Down-hill skidding. Average cost of skidding = 3.5 //M/1001.

C Cu(P)+ Cd(1-P) or C = 5.1(.30)t 3.5(.70) =.153+ .245

C 4.0//100' S = 8.45 x 4500 R 238 _ 15.5 hundred ft.
70 x .

r 4500/

V = 40MBM S = 23 chains.

The road should be located above the river a distance of

.30 x 23= 7 chains.

In Figure 18-A, the main woods road enters the section at a

point 7 chains south of the river.

After the main woods road is plotted, the next step is to

locate the spurs and landings. Landings should be located to

take advantage of any favorable topographic features lying within

reasonable distance of the site indicated by the spacing formula.
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Location of Spurs and Landings.

Spur S-1.

Measuring parallel to and back from the river a distance of

23 chains, the average slope is P: 2 to range from 25% near the

main woods road to 10% near the north boundary of the section.

The previous computations for a 25% slope indicate that the

spur should start about 7 chains from the river. As the slope

becomes more gradual, the distance from the river and the north

boundary of the section should increase.

10% Slopes S = 9.68 r 62% of timber skidded down-hill.

C = 4.4¢(.38)t 3.5-i (.62) 1.67+ 2.17 or C = 3.8/IM/100.

S.Z 9.68 x 4500 286 = 1700' or 26 chains.

With this information, the spur and the boundary of the area

which it serves can be plotted (Figure 18-A).

The landings for S-1 are the next consideration. The

theoretical distance between landings is obtained from the road.

spacing formulae.

The 25% slope calls for a road spacing of 23 chains of

which 16 chains are skidded along the contour. The indicated

distance between landings is 2 x 16 = 32 chains. Farther out on

the spur, the 10% slope also calls for a distance between landings

of 32 chains.

go skidding is permitted across the rain woods road and a

landing is necessary at the junction of this road and S-1. The

loading rig can handle logs from both sides of the road.

The next landing is to be located some 28 chains out along

the spur. This point is a suitable location for a landing. The

boundary between the areas served by the two landings i shown in

Figure 18-A.
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Spur S-2.

The average slope for S-2 is 25%. Previous calculations show

that for this slope, the spur should be 7 chains above the lower

boundary of an area 23 chains wide.

The indicated distance between landings is again 32 chains.

The area being served by S-2 is more than large enough for one

landing, but it is not large enough for two. A study of the

topography shows a suitable landing site to be in the ravine where

the slope is only 5%. The intermittent stream would not be

running during the logging season. Only one landing need be

established for this area.

Spur S-3.

The average slope for S-3 varies from less than 15% near

the main woods road to 30% on a point some 30 chains out. Beyond

this point, it again flattens out to less than 15%.

15% Slope: S,. 10.62 r 53% of timber skidded down-hill.

0 = 6./(.47)+- 3.5¢(.53) _2.40*+1.85= 4.3&/M/100'.

S 10.62 x 4500. 278 .1670' =25 chains.
., x .

.47 x 25 = 12 chains.

The spur should be 12 chains above its lower boundary. Th

area served by the spur should be 25 chains wide.

Landings should be spaced 2 x 13 = 26 chains apart. The

area is large enough to justify two landings.

Spur S-4.

The average slope is 35%. Se 7.03 r

77% of timber skidded down-hill.
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C = 5.1(.23) + 3.5(.77) = 1.17 +2.70 = 3.9

S 7.03 x 4500 , : 202 = 1420' = 22 chains.

The spur should be located .23 x 22 = 5 chains above the

lower boundary of the area served. It is not feasible to give the

area a constant width of 22 chains due to the irregularity of

the topography. This boundary is represented by a light dotted

line for reasons which will later be explained.

The quantity M for a 35% slope is .77 S (Table I). The

indicated distance between landings is 2 x .77 x 22 = 34 chains.

The area is large enough for the establishment of two landings.

Spur S-5.

The area served by S-5 is a small plateau-like projection.

An inspection of the topography indicates the most logical location

of a landing to be somewhere on top of this plateau. The percentage

of slope varies widely and it is difficult to determine an

average figure. By comparison with the other areas in the section,

it is evident that one landing is adequate. The site of this

landing is arbitrarily selected.

Spur S-5 services all the remaining area north of the creek.

Spur S-6.

The area above S-4 could be served by another spur, but

this area is quite small and the question arises as to whether it

is cheaper to skid all the timber above S-4 down to a landing

on that road, or whether it is cheaper to construct another spur

to handle the timber on this area. A decision can be reached by

comparing the costs involved under the two plans.
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Plan I. Skid all of the timber in the upper area to S-4.

The area beyond the economic skidding distance covers 45 acres.

Volume on the area = 45 x 40 M= 1800 M. This must all be skidded

an average distance of 18 chains or 1200' which would be avoided

by constructing another spur.

The added cost of skidding= 3.5 x 1200' x 1800M= $760.

Plan II. Construct a spur to service the upper area.

In order to reach the upper area with a spur, an additional

25 chains or 1650' of road must be built @ $45 per 100' $735.

The cost of an extra landing would also have to be included.

This would more than even up the costs under the two plans. In

addition, there is no really suitable location for a landing in the

upper area. The slope is rather steep and a landing would be

both expensive and inconvenient. Therefore, all the timber will

be skidded to the landing on S-4.

/
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Appendix A.

Graphical Demonstrations of Average Skidding Distances.

I. Proof that the average skidding distance of a triangular area

closely approximates the distance to the landing from the center

of gravity of the triangle.

C

p
E

Land r~g

8 O A
Figure a.

1. Draw AD to the mid point of BC.

2. Draw BE to mid point of AC.

3. Point of intersection G is the center of gravity of the

triangle.

4. Area ACD = Area ABD.

5. Area ABE = Area BCE.

6. Average skidding distance lies on arc passing through G.

7. Area 1 tends to equalize Area 2. The discrepancy is a

small part of the total area.

8. Therefore the average skidding distance lies practically

along arc OP.

By inspection, Area 1 is larger than Area 2. This indicates

that the arc OP is somewhat short of the true average skidding

distance. Verification of this is obtained with the curves which

are presented in Figure 16.
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II. Proof that the average distance from azw point in a right

angle triangle to one apex is two-thirds of the hypotenuse when

the distance is measured along lines which make an isosceles

triangle with the hypotenuse. * c

x y

A 0 L0

Figure b.

The maximum distance will be AC for any point as o on

AB. The maximum distance will be o at point C. The average

distance will be xC when XY is the average distance from CB

to AC. This average distance with right angle triangles is a

perpendicular to the altitude measured at a point one-third from

the base. As distances measured along the altitude lay off

proportional distances on the hypotenuse, the average distance is

two-thirds the hypotenuse.

* This proof was developed by Professor D. M. Matthews.
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Appendix B.

Derivation of Formulae for Economic Spacing of Roads

As Listed in Table I

For reference in the following derivations, turn to the

diagrams on page 56.

Level Ground.

Average skidding distance = .768 H H= .50 S

Average actual skidding distance = .768(.50 S) = .38 S=A.

AC: 4.56 r or AS: 4.356 r or .38 S .. 4.356 r
Y $ TV C

S. 4.356 r S . 1 I o 46 r

movlm v- C-
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5o spe..

Let H1=10 Maximum slope for up- hill skidding= 5%.

h= 8 80% of tractor drawbar pull is available.

S =H+ h

H= .56 S 56% of timber skidded down-hill.

h= .44 s "%a of timber skidded up-hill .

Down--hill skidding. Average haul= .768 H= .768x .56 = .43 S

Uap-hill skidding. Average hauling di stance,

Average haul 67x56s) 3x.44S P.+ (67x s)±._33x.6sY

,014S,+90 S2+ 9S.0R'_ .40 S -f- . 35 S

Average haul= .38 S

All skidding:

A = *43 S (. 56) -+-.38 s (. 44) - .24 SI+-,*17 S .41 S

AS.._4.356 r .41 S 2.4,.356 r

S 4.3 5 6 r S- 10.6 2 r

Tan&d h .8000 o(= 38 409 ( @=51020t

10% Slop2e.

See page 4.
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15% sloup.

Size ( = 10 = .667 ~(4l 50' 458 lot

Let H=lO

h =tan 41' 501 x 10 =8.9515

Area A=10Ox10O _1000
Area a=l10 x 8.95 = 89.5

" 100.0_ 53% of the timber

is skidded down-hill

h=. .47 SS =. H+ h Hb.3 S

Down-hill skidding.

Average haul=

Up-hill skidding.

a , Av.o haul..,

9768 x .53 S = .41S

.67 J.(4 7 S) + (.535) 2 +fk.5 7 x. 4 7s5z+ (.33x.53S)2
m2-

________________________ .o 3S ? 47S +389

a, Av. haul=. 42 S

aa Av. haul .753 H = 753(.53 S) =.40 S (See Figure 16).

Average haul up-hill_ .42 S +.40 S _ .41 S

All Skidding:

A= .41. S(.56)i-.41 S(.44) =.41 S

S 4ie356 r
w41vc s~ -l0. 6 2r
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20% Slope

Sin c(z 10 *500 c(= Wool00

Let 11=10

h tan 30"X 10 =5.*773

Area A= 10 x 10= 100.0

Area a ; 10 x 5.77 57.7
I977~

63% of timber is skidded down-hill.e

9.z60°00,

S= h+EH

H1= ,635S

h~ +.37 S

Down-m-hill skidding: Ave haul .768 x .63 S = .48 S

Upo-hill skidding:

a1  AV* haul =. 67 .3S -f . 7 2t. 7x *3 S) 1 -(G3 3x 0 35~

-~.67 .41 SL+# 4 S2 0 St0

.67*74S +32 _ 4S±f.32 S _#418S

a o Av. haul * .705 (*.3 S) :.44 S

Average haul up-hill .41 S*f-.44 S - .43 S

All skidding:
A . .48 S (*63) +.43 S (".,7) .30 S+I-.16 S =,46 S

S= 4.356 r S= 9.47 r

2s% Slope.

see page 19.

'30% 1wpe

See page 30.
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sin c( 10 .286

Sin &: 25 * 714

al 160° 37f

Si 45" 381

? 730a 23'

@1440 22'1

Let H= 10

h=tan 160°37'"x10 =2.984

Area A =10 x10 =l00*0

Area .r10 x2.98 29.*8

77% of timber is skidded down-hill.

S = H11h
H =.77 S

h .23 S

Down-ohill skidding:

AAvg haul .s?l(. 77S)e+. ??S) = *67 f.5S7+* 5 9 S3
= 67 kiiiWs2})=.67 (1.09 S)= .73 S

A. Av,. haul = .768 (.77 S) = .59 S

Average haul down.hill . 73 S +-.59 S5 _ .66 S_

Up--hill skidding: ___________

a1  Av. haul = .67 (.s--*.77 2 +{(67. 23S ) 2+ 033K.77S

-.67iOf .59S4/* i02'.6SK2..54 St- .28 8

-. *41 S

aL Av. haul .677(.77 5) = .52 S

Average haul up-hill-= .41 S+.*52 S . ;47 S

All skidding:

A = "66 S(.77) + .47 S(.23) ; .51 S + ell S =.6f2 5

S s 4356 S 7.3S = / 7* E03r
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40% Slpe

Ste.oL.10 _ 25

Sin oC = 25 .625

o= 14°29'

cC= 38 0 41'

(?= 750° 31'

Let M=10

Tan c& h

.2583 x 10 = h

h =2.583

h .24 S

@1= 51° 19'

a=2.583 X10=25.83

A=8.007 x10=80.07

Tan oL4_1H
17

.8007 x 10 H

H= 8.007

H1= .76 S

Area

.Area

.94 S

Down-mhill skidding:

A, Av. haul=..67 (.768 ) + (*94 s)% ,57.58S i 885 2 .81 S

A. Avo haul= (.67x.94S)"- (.33x.76S) 2 .4S +, S .68 S

Average haul dawn-hill: .81 S +t-.68 S _ .75 S

Upo-hi ll skidding:_____________

aA.haul -. .67 (.*24S)2e-(*94S)+*/F.57x. 24) (. 33 x *945) 2

2

.57_._ 2+_.8S_2+__________ 2 .65S±t.38s

a, Av. haul= .51 S

a Av. haul =,675 (* 94 S) .63 S
Average haul up-hill .51 S+ .63 S : 57 S

All skidding:

A z .75 S (*75 )+ 57 S (*25 )= .56 S+±*14 S .70 S

S: 4.356 r S : 16* 22 r
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45%" Slope.

Sin a(= 10 - .222 d=120 50t 6( 770 10t

Sin d' 25 ; .556 a 330o 471 =? 56 13'

Let M =10

Tan o( h Tansd H Area a= 2.278xl10 =22.78
T VX

.2278 x 10h .6690 x 10=11 Area Am 6.690 x 10= 66.90

h = 2.278 H= 6.690

h= .25 S H= .75 S M?=1.11 S

Down-hill skidding:

A, -. 67 V(1.11s) + (,75S)2 =.67 1.23S5,-56S2=Z.67T *79Sz.90 S

A,= O67lll)(i-.5S245S+06S = .6f1j7ST2 =.80 S

Average down-hill haul .90 S+.78 S _ 85 S

Up-hill skidding:

a,...67 =11s 252 67.5 3x.1

.67________________________ * 76S+*-40S - .58 S

a2 = .672(1.11 S) .75 S

Average haul up-hill= .58 S-t-s75 S .67 S

All skidding:

A= .67 S(.25)+ .85 S(.75) . .17 S+-.64 S = .81 S

S= 4.356 r S.=15.38 r
*WTY
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50% Slop

Sin cC 10O...200

Si Lo( 25 =,.500

Let M z10

Tan cC h

.2041 x 10 = h

h=2.041

h =.26 S

of(= 11f32'f

oL 30° 00'

.56774 x 10 =1H

H1= 5.*774

H . .74 S

780 28'

@160 0 00'

Area a 2.041x1O= 20.41

Area A= 5.774x1.0= 57.74

M1028 S

Down--hill Skidding:

,A,: .67 (074S)'-t(1.28S)' = ;67 55S2P-1.64S'2 = .99 S

Az v(.67xl.2s)2-4.(. M. z74S) Z --. 74s 2+.06S .. 90 s

Average haul down-whill _*99 S*+.90 S .95 S

Up-.hill Skidding:_____________

a .5.7 (l.2 BS) -. 2 68S2 + V(.67x*26S3V4f(,33xl.285)2

- 67fl i.S+ 075 2t *. 3S +,sl8S 2 _.88S + .46S _.67 S

a2 = .671(1.285) = 86 S

Average haul up-hill-- . 67 S* -.85 s _ .77 S

All skidding:

A= .77 S (.26) +.95 s(. r4) =.2o s5*,7Q s =.90 s

3=4. 356 r S .4.84
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55% Slope.0

Sind ~10 .182 d 100 '*29'

o4=27 "041

79° 31'1

S62° 56'1sin .L 25 .455

Let= 1L:0

Tan oC h

.1850. x 10 = h

h =1.*850

Tan H

.5110 ~ 10 =H

Area a =1.850 x10 = 18.50

Area. A= 5.110 x 10a 5I 010
69.0

H 5.110

H .73 Sh =.27 S 1 = 143 s

Dawn--hill Skidding:

Al = 067 (. 7 3 S)f- (i*4 3 S)2 o67V2H538+iY0s5S =1.08 S

A:l/(.67x1.43S )2,(*33x.73S)z = 2 4.0 ?- .99 S

Average haul dry -hi ll1 1.08 S i- ,99 S 1.0 4 S

Up-mhill sliddizig: ___________

a _.5 .7 (27S)zi-(1.43 Sf +l/(* 67x.27S)-.(.33-xl. 43S)aI

a2 - .670(1.43 S) .96 S

Average haul up-hill= .74 S +.96 S _ 85 S

All Skidding:

A x..85 S(.27) +1l04 S(973) *2 3 S+-*76 S z99 S

S= 4 .356 r 4.w 402

60% Slope "

See page 2.
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Figure c. Skidding on Slopes 0% -- 25%.
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Figure d. Skidding on slopes 30% - 60%.
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Appendix C.

Theoretical Shape of Area Served by Landing on Slopes

Greater Than 10{.

When planning an economic transportation system, tractors

should be operated as closely as possible to their economic

skidding distance. It has been demonstrated that this distance

must be exceeded somewhat in order to serve a landing from a

rectangular area (Page 17.).

The closest practical application of the principle of

limiting tractor hauls to the economic skidding distance is

demonstrated in Figure e. When the maximum adverse slope to

be negotiated by a loaded tractor is 10%, the length of line k

is limited to .60 M instead of being extended to form the

diagonal of its component rectangle as was done in Part I.

Similarly, when the cost of skidding down-hill equals the cost of

skidding on level ground, the line k' is restricted to equal

the length of line M.

\

s 1

-

i ' "

0 o - 6--

i % °

how -

h //

-'

Figure e.

There are disadvantages to limiting k and k' in this

manner. In the first place, the determination of the average

actual skidding distance is unduly com licated by the increased
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number of component triangles in the area served by a landinge In

the second place, when k and k' are restricted to their
economic lengths, the spac ing of roads is reduced, and finally,
this method is somewhat more expensive than the method presented

in Part I due to the reduced amount of down-hill skidding.

Demonstrating with a 25% Slope.a

Turn to page 66 for diagram.

Let H =l10

h cos (1x k S= 1th

k= .60 H H1= 10.0

hoos 66 a25 x 6 h= 2.4

h .* 4000 x 6 2.4 S= 12.4
Tan L _h _ 2 *4 240

1= 130°29,

Ld= 23° 35'

H1 10.0 .81 s

h *19 s

k ,60H .49 s

Sin 660° 25' -- D

*9165 - D

GL2 ; (l:100 06' D =.551H

3 (3 66° 251 D = .458S

a :JT 2 .(.s)s2+e .8l S ). VS+..665s% .0 =. 84 S

To sum up the properties of the ares:

H= .81S eZ1=

h .198S4

k = .498SG

nf- .848S

D= .45 S =.55 8

130

100

660

29"

06')

25'

Since up-hill and down-hill skidding areas have a common side,

19% of timber will be skidded upo-hill and 81% of timber will be

skidded down-hill.
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DoVwflkhill skidding:

on slopes of 15% - 25% dogn-hill skidding is done from a

rectangle twice as wide as it is deep. Average actual skidding

distance = .768 H for any square.

H o.81 S .Av. skidding di stance down-hill =.f768 (.81 S) = .62 S

Up-hill skidding:s

The average skidding distance for the con

must be determined and weighited*
Using half or the up-shill skidding area as a r

Area a H xh _ 10 x2.4..12 12 M5c
2NArea a (H sD) h _ 4.5 .24 = 5.4 5.4 2

Area a3; D xh =5*5x2*4 _86.6 6106.2(
2 -

Average actual skidding di stances:

a ! zl = 130° 29' From Figure 16, average

Average haul .*674 (.81 S) = .546 s
a a Maxiuexternal haul n z.84 S

Minizaun external haul =k. .49 S

Average haul.: .707 (*84S t *498) - .470 3

iponent triangles

representative sample:

2%

8%

~haul=.6 74 1

a3 Average skidding distance to landing; .67 k. Average

distance back to woods 4(*67h)--- (933D)2

Average haul.. .67049) f45 -.2Sa _ .3265+I*2W0S .264 S

Average actual skidding d istancea up--hill1:

Av. haul .5465(950) f .470S (.22) + 9264S(,26)

.273 S+ .104 S + *74 S= .451 S = .45 S

Average skidding distance for whole area served by landing:

A= .62 S(981)±.45 S(.19)= .50 St.O9 S .59 S
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Cost of skidding:

Down-hill skidding costs are here considered to equal costs

of skidding on level ground.

Up-hill skidding costs will vary with slope. Skidding in

areas a, and a2 varies from O% to 10% and averages somewhat

less than 5%. This area represents less than 15% of the total

area served by a landing, and it is not worth while to compute

this average slope exactly, as an exact calculation is quite

lengthy. A close approximate figure is 4%. In area a3, all

skidding is done on a 10% slope.

When the cost of skidding on level ground is 3.4%/M/00',

4% adverse slope 3.4 /.84 = 4.05 x .72 = 2.92¢

10% adverse slope 3.4/.60 = 5.67 x .28 = 1.59

Average cost of up-hill skidding = 4.5%/M/100'

Average cost of down-hill skidding = 3.4/M/100'

Average cost of all skidding =C = Cu(P)+Cd(1-P)

With a 25% slope:

Cd = 3.4%

Cu = 4.5% C = 4.5(.19)+ 3.4(.81)= .86*t 2.75

P= 19% C = 3.61 = 3.6/M/100'

1- P= 81%

Cost of Road Construction:

Cost of road = 2Hr when r = cost of road per 100' station.

Area served by landing 2HS acres. V= volume per acre.

Cost of road per UBM- 2 Hr _4356 r

443
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For an economic spacing of roads, road costs should equal

skidding costs.

AC.._ 4.,356r or LIE

With a 25% slope:

A= .59 S
.59

r l 5, 000%

C 3.6%

S 7,*38 x15,000 _Fo3

S 4.356 r

s 2 4. 356 r

sz 7.38 r

32.2 hundred feet.

Space roads 3200'1 apart.

Space landings _2 (.81 x 32) . 5200 feet apart.

Econocspacink of roads
r.=15, 000%

V-3MB&

C 3.6%

Hl 081 S

A ..59 S

S - 3220'

gives the following costs:

Skidding costs

AC =.59(32.2)3.6 6 8

Roads, 4.356 X 15,000 .68

1 36/iABM

This can be compared with the costa

listed on page 25.
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Demonstrating with a 60% slope,

See Figure g on page 66.

Indirect skidding used for down-hill hauls above line k' and

for up-hill hauls below line k.

Direct skidding used for down-hill hauls below line k' and

for up-hill hauls above line k.

d C-9* 36' doL=2q40 39'

(3 = 80° 24; (3 1 650 21'

Let M =l0

h = Cos (9xk H =Cos (3'x k' S= Hth

h =.16677 x6 H =.4171 x10 S3= 4,17+ 1.00

h. 1.001 H= 4.171 S= 5.17

h 1.00 = .19S H= 4.17 =481 S P: -- 10.0_ 1.91,
5017 5,17 3

k .. 60 M1.165 n=4h+ Z= .04 S'+,3. 72 S a 1.94S

k'= M =:1093S n' HF+ A .65 S2+3:72 S 2.09-S

Downm-hill skidding:

~1'= 220 461 Tan L' _ H._ .8S . .4197

L 2' ~1° 53'

~3 '_ 65 °21' ~L' =22° 46'

Using half of the down-hill skidding area as a representative

smple, areaservedM x H =10 x4.171 =41.71

Area A..M x H = 10 x4.17..20985

Area A r Sin e 3' , D' or *90887 - D' or D'= .

Area A 2 (- .71-.9 3.79_ 1.90

Area A 3 = D' x H _. 9.09 x 4.17- 18.95

V3S

909 mA
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Area A,_ 20.85 = 50.

Area A 2 ~ 1.90= 5%

Area A3 =18.95 = 451

411.70 M

Average actual skidding distances:

A, l It = 2246t

Average haul .686 MA .686(1.93 S)= 1.32 S

A2 Maximum external haul n1 = 2.09 S

Minimum external haul k' = 1.93 S

Average haul = .707(2.09 S+ 1*93 S) 1.42 S

A3 Average haul= .67 k' .67(1.93 S) = 1.29 S

Average down--hill skidding distance:

Average haul= 1.32 s(.50)+1.42 S(.05)*t 1.29 S(.45)

.. 66 S *.07 St-.58 S = 1.31 S

Up-hill skidding:

t1 5° 371 Tan L _ h_ .19 S_ .. 0984

2-3° 591

i3 80 ° 24' G 1= 5°37f

Using half of up-hill skidding area as representative sample,

Area served= M x h = 10 x 1.001 = 10.01

Area a 3 = (D= 10 .92 _ 2.96

Area a,=Sined3 -D or .9860 _ D

D = .592 M or - D 1.14 S

Area a 2a=(M-D)h _(059 .0 .8_2.04

Area a,_ M x h _lx1.00 - 5900

Area a,= 5.00_ 50%

Areaa =2.04 20%

Area a3 ; 2.96- 30%
10.*00 i100
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Avxeragre actual skidding distances~

Average h~aul = .667 M &.667(1.93 S)= 1.29 S

Mucinur external3 haul n ; 1. 94 S

M~inim, aexterna l haul =.k = .f 6 S

Average haul = 0 1 .4Sf1*1f 1.10 S

a 3  Average skidding distance to landing = *67 k. Av

di stance back to woods = TI(.67h)L*33S) 2
Average haul .67(1.16S) t F,02 S3+.143% .7E

Average actual skidding dis tane up-hil l

Average haul=. 1.29 8 (.5o)+ 1.10 S (020)+t .59 S (.30)
.645S I-.220 S*.177 S= 1.04 S

Average skidding distance for whole area:

A= 1.31 S(.81)+~-1.04 S(.*19) = 1.06 St.20 S ; 1.26 S

Cost cof skidding:

When down-hill skidding costs 3.4/300t

Up-hill skidding costs

4% adverse slope 3.4/.84= 4.05. 4.05 x .7(
10% adverse slope 3.4/.60o= 5.67 5.67 x o3(
Average cost of up-hill skidding

Average cost of all skiddings

C 3,o4 (.81) f-4.5 (.19) = 2.75 * .86 = 3.61X!/1/00'

3S *.o40 S .59 S

)0 1.701

4.536s44&/l00't

AS 4.356 r

S= 4.356 r

1.*265 3S 4. 356 r

S 3.468r
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With a 60% slope .

A =1.a26 s

V7 .30SO.

r 150000/

c 30

S3.615 000 X0

S = 21.,9 hundred feet.

Spaoea landings 2MY 2(1.93 a 21.9) 8450 feet apart

Skidding costs= AC= L.25(21.9) 3.8 99fe

Costs of roads= 4.356 ar 4.356 x 1500 - 99

Thscan be compared writh costs obtained on page 29.
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Figure f~. Skidding on a 25% slope.
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Figure g. Skidding on a 60% slope.
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